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ABSTRACT

We present improvements to the ba ktra king te hnique of
pattern-mat hing ompilation. Several optimizations are introdu ed, su h as ommutation of patterns, use of exhaustiveness information, and ontrol ow optimization through
the use of labeled stati ex eptions and ontext information.
These optimizations have been integrated in the Obje tiveCaml ompiler. They have shown good results in in reasing
the speed of pattern-mat hing intensive programs, without
in reasing nal ode size.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Pattern-mat hing is a key feature of fun tional languages.
It allows to dis riminate between the values of a deeply
stru tured type, binding subparts of the value to variables
at the same time. ML users now routinely rely on their ompiler for su h a task; they write ompli ated, nested, patterns. And indeed, transforming high-level pattern-mat hing
into elementary tests is a ompiler job. Moreover, be ause
it onsiders the mat hing as a whole and that it knows some
intimate details of runtime issues su h as the representation
of values, ompiler ode is often better than human ode,
both as regards ompa tness and eÆ ien y.
There are two approa hes to pattern-mat hing ompilation, the underlying model being either de ision trees [5℄ or
ba ktra king automata [1℄. Using de ision trees, one produ es a priori faster ode (be ause ea h position in a term
is tested at most on e), while using ba ktra king automata,
one produ es a priori less ode (be ause patterns never get
opied, hen e never get ompiled more than on e). The pri e
paid in ea h ase is losing the advantage given by the other
te hnique.
This paper mostly fo uses on produ ing faster ode in the
ba ktra king framework. Examining the ode generated by
the Obje tive-Caml ompiler [11℄, whi h basi ally used the
Augustsson's original algorithm, on small frequently found
programs, su h as a list-merge fun tion, or on large examples [14℄, we found that the ba ktra king s heme ould still
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be improved.
Our optimizations improve the produ ed ba ktra king automaton by grouping elementary tests more often, removing
useless tests and avoiding the blind ba ktra king behavior
of previous s hemes. To do so, the ompiler uses new information and outputs a new onstru t. New information
in lude in ompatibility between patterns, exhaustiveness information and ontextual information at the time of ba ktra king. As to the new onstru t, previous s hemes used a
lone \exit" onstru t whose e e t is to jump to the nearest
en losing \trap-handler" ; we enri h both exits and trapshandlers with labels, resulting in ner ontrol of exe ution
ow.
Our optimizations also apply to or-patterns, a onvenient
feature to group lauses with identi al a tions. Unsharing
of a tions is avoided by using our labelled exit onstru t. As
or-patterns may ontain variables, the exit onstru t is also
extended to take arguments.
All our optimizations are now implemented in the latest
version of the Obje tive-Caml ompiler, whose language of
a epted patterns has been extended by allowing variables
in or-patterns.
The stru ture of this arti le is the following: we rst introdu e some theoreti al basi s on pattern-mat hing in se tion 2 and des ribe the ompilation s heme to ba ktra king
automata in se tion 3. Then, we brie y introdu e our optimizations and or-pattern ompilation in an intuitive way
in se tions 4 and 5, while se tion 6 is a formalization of our
omplete ompilation s heme. Finally, some experimental
results are shown in se tion 7, and a omparison with other
approa hes is dis ussed in se tion 8.
2. BASICS

In this se tion, we introdu e some notations and de nitions. Most of the material here is folklore, save, perhaps,
or-patterns.

2.1 Patterns and Values

ML is a typed language, where new types of values an be
introdu ed using type de nitions su h as:
type t = Nil | One of int | Cons of int * t

This de nition introdu es a type t, with three onstru tors
that build values of type t. These three onstru tors de ne
the omplete signature of type t. Every onstru tor has
an arity, i.e. the number of arguments it takes. Here arity
of Nil is zero, while the arities of One and Cons are one
and two respe tively. A onstru tor of arity zero is alled

a onstant onstru tor, while other onstru tors are nononstant onstru tors.
Most native data types in ML { su h as integers, re ords,
arrays, tuples { an be seen as parti ular instan es of su h
type de nitions. For example, in the following we will onsider lists (nil being the onstant onstru tor [℄ and ons
the in x onstru tor ::), and tuples (the type of n-tuples
de nes one onstru tor of arity n, pairs being written with
the in x onstru tor \,"). For our purpose, integers are
onstant onstru tors, and the signature of the integer type
is in nite.
More formally, patterns and values are de ned as follows:
p ::=

Patterns

wild ard
variable
onstru tor pattern
or-pattern

x

v ::=

(p1 ; p2 ; : : : ; pa )
(p1 j p2 )

Values

(v1 ; v2 ; : : : ; va )

onstru tor value

In the following, we freely repla e variables by wild- ards \ "
when their names are irrelevant. While des ribing ompilation, onvenient tools are ve tors of values (~v = (v1 v2 : : : vn )
and ~vn$m = (vn :::vm )), ve tors of patterns (p~ = (p1 p2 : : : pn )
and p~n$m = (pn:::pm )) and matri es of patterns (P = (pij )).
In this paper, we present pattern-mat hing ompilation as
a transformation on an intermediate ode in the ompiler,
alled lambda- ode. Here, another useful obje t is the lause
matrix (P ! L):
p11 p12
B p21 p22
B
0

(P ! L) = B


pm pm

1 2
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p1n
p2n

pm
n

!
!

l1
l2 C
C
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lm

1
C
A

A lause matrix asso iates rows of patterns (pi1 pi2 : : : pin ) to
lambda- ode a tions li .
2.2 Pattern Matching in ML

A pattern an be seen as representing a set of values sharing a ommon pre x.

Definition 1
(Instan e). Let p be a pattern and v be
a value belonging to a ommon type. The value v is an
instan e of the pattern p or p mat hes v, written p  v
when one of the following rules apply:

 v
 v
(p1 j p2 )  v
(p1 ; : : : ; pa)  (v1 ; : : : ; va )
(p1 : : : pa)  (v1 : : : va )
x

i p1  v or p2  v
i (p1 : : : pa )  (v1 : : : va )
i pi  vi ; 8i 2 [1::a℄

Seeing a pattern as the set of its instan es, it is lear that
or-patterns express set union.
In ML, patterns are a binding onstru t, more spe i ally,
a su essful mat h p  v, binds the variables of p to some
sub-terms of v. Su h bindings an be omputed while he king that p mat hes v, provided that the following set V (p)

of variables de ned by p is well-de ned:
V( ) = ;
V (x) = fxg
V ( (p1 ; : : : ; pa )) = V (p1 : : : pa)
V (p1 : : : pa) = V (p1 ) [ : : : [ V (pa)
if for all i 6= j; V (pi ) \ V (pj ) = ;
V (p1 j p2 ) = V (p1 ); if V (p1 ) = V (p2 )
The rst \if" ondition above is the linearity of patterns.
The se ond ondition is spe i to or-patterns, it means
that mat hing by either side of the or-pattern binds the
same variables (additionally, homonymous variables should
possess the same type).
We then de ne the now dominant, textual priority s heme
to disambiguate the ase when several rows in a matrix
mat h:
Definition 2
(Mat hing predi ate). Let P be a pattern matrix and ~v = (v1 : : : vn ) be a value ve tor. The value
v mat hes line number i in P , if and only if the following
two onditions are satis ed:

 (pi1 : : : pin )  (v1 : : : vn )
 8j < i; (pj1 : : : pjn ) 6 (v1 : : : vn )

We will not give a full semanti s for evaluating patternmat hing expressions, and more generally lambda- ode. Intuitively, given a lause matrix P ! L and a value ve tor ~v su h that line number i in P mat hes ~v, evaluating
the mat hing of ~v by P ! L in some environment  is evaluating li in  extended by the bindings introdu ed while
mat hing ~v by (pi1 : : : pin ). If ~v is not mat hed by any line in
P , we say that the pattern-mat hing P fails. If no su h ~v
exists, then the pattern-mat hing is said exhaustive.
Like pattern ve tors, pattern matri es represent sets of
value ve tors. More spe i ally, when some line in P mat hes
~v we simply say that P mat hes ~v. This looks obvious, but
representing sets using matri es is at the ore of our optimizations. One easily he ks that the instan es of P are
the union of the instan es of the lines of P . That is, when
onsidering a matrix globally, the se ond ondition in de nition 2 above is irrelevant. More important, row order is
also irrelevant.
Finally, the instan e relation indu es relations on the patterns themselves.
Definition 3

(Relations on patterns).

following three relations:

We de ne the

1. Pattern p is less pre ise then pattern q , written p
when all instan es of q are instan es of p.

 q,

2. Pattern p and q are equivalent, written p  q , when their
instan es are the same.
3. Patterns p and q are ompatible when p and q share a
ommon instan e.

Here some remarks are to be made. Be ause of typing,
he king the pre ision relation is neither obvious nor heap.
More pre isely, there is no simple way to de ide whether
p  holds or not. For instan e, ([℄| :: )  holds, while
(Nil|One )  does not. Or-patterns are not responsible for this ompli ation, sin e we also have ( , )  .
In su h ases one should \expand" p and onsider, whether

signatures are omplete or not (see [13, Se tion 5.1℄). By
ontrast, ompatibility an be he ked by a simple re ursive algorithm. When ompatible, patterns p and q admit
a least upper bound, written p " q, whi h an be omputed
while he king ompatibility:
8
(p1 : : : pa) "(q1 : : : qa ) = (p1 " q1 : : : pa " qa )
>
>
>
"q = q
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= p
>
>
(
p
;
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:
:
;
p
)
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(
q
;
:
:
:
;
q
)
= (r1 ; : : : ; ra )
>
1
a
1
a
:
where (r1 : : : ra) is (p1 : : : pa) "(q1 : : : qa )
With the following additional rules for or-patterns:
8
< p1 " q; when p2 and q not ompatible
(p1 j p2 ) " q = : p2 " q; when p1 and q not ompatible
(p1 " q j p2 " q); otherwise
p "(q1 j q2 ) = (q1 j q2 ) " p
Proving that p " q is indeed the least upper bound of p and
q is easy, by onsidering patterns as sets of their instan es.
Note that p " q is de ned up to -equivalen e, and that it
en odes instan e interse tion.
3.

COMPILATION

In this se tion, we present a ompilation s heme lose to
the one des ribed in [20, 1℄, and implemented in ompilers
su h as the hb ompiler or the Obje tive Caml ompiler.
This lassi al s heme will be re ned later into an optimized
s heme, using same notations and on epts.
3.1 Output of the match compiler

The ompilation of pattern-mat hing is des ribed by the
s heme C that maps a lause matrix to a lambda- ode expression. We now des ribe the spe i lambda- ode onstru ts
that the s heme C outputs while ompiling patterns.

 Let-bindings: let (x lx ) l, nested let-bindings are abbreviated as:

let (x1 l1 ) (x2 l2 )

  (xn

ln ) l

 Stati ex eptions, exit and traps,

at h l1 with l2 . If,
when evaluating the body l1 , exit is en ountered, then
the result of evaluating at h l1 with l2 is ther result
evaluating the handler l2 , otherwise it is the result of evaluating l1 . By ontrast with dynami ex eptions, stati
ex eptions are dire tly ompiled as jumps to the asso iated handlers (plus some environment adjustment, su h
as sta k pops), whereas traps do not generate any ode.
 Swit h onstru ts:
swit h l with
ase 1 : l1   
default: d

ase k : lk

The result of a swit h onstru t is the evaluation of the li
orresponding to the onstru tor i appearing as the head
of the value v of l. If the head onstru tor of v doesn't
appear in the ase list, the result is the evaluation of the
default d expression.
The default lause default: d an be omitted. In su h a
ase the swit h behavior is unspe i ed on non-re ognized
values. S heme C an thus omit the default lause when

it is known that ase lists will over all possibilities at
runtime. We use the keyword swit h* to highlight swit h
onstru ts with no default lause.
Those swit h onstru ts are quite sophisti ated, they ompile later into more basi onstru ts: tests, bran hes and
jump tables. We in fa t modi ed the Obje tive Caml
ompiler to improve the ompilation of swit h onstru ts,
using te hniques rst introdu ed in the ontext of ompiling the ase statement of Pas al [3℄. The key points are
using range tests, whi h an typi ally be performed by
one single (unsigned) test and bran h plus possibly one
addition, utting sparse ase lists into denser ones, and
de iding whi h of jump tables or test sequen e is more appropriate to ea h situation. A survey of these te hniques
an be found in [19℄.
 A essors: field n x, where x is a variable and n is an
integer o set. By onvention, the rst argument of nononstant onstru tors stands at o set zero.
 Sequen es: l1 ; l2 and units: ()
3.2 Initial state

Input to the pattern mat hing ompiler C onsists of two
arguments: a ve tor of variables ~x of size n and a lause
matrix P ! L of width n and height m.
p11 p12
B p21 p22
B
0

~x = (x1 x2 : : : xn );

P

!L=B


pm pm

1 2





..
.

p1n
p2n

pm
n

!
!

l1
l2 C
C

!

lm

1
C
A

The initial matrix is generated from sour e input. Given
a pattern-mat hing expression (in Caml syntax):
mat h x with | p1 -> e1 | p2 -> e2 : : : | pm -> em

The initial all to C is:
at h

0

p1
B p2
B

C ((x); 

pm

!
!
!
!

1

l1
l2 C
C
lm

A)

with (failwith "Partial mat h")

Where
the li 's are the translations to lambda- ode of the
i
e 's, and (failwith "Partial mat h") is a runtime failure
that o urs when the whole pattern mat hing fails.
3.3 Classical scheme

By ontrast with previous presentations, we assume that
matrix P ! L has at least one row (i.e. m > 0). This
ondition simpli es our presentation, without restri ting its
generality. Hen e, s heme C is de ned by ases on nonempty lause matri es:
1. If n is zero (i.e. when there are no more olumns), then
the rst row of P mat hes the empty ve tor ():
0
B

C ((); B
B


!
!

!

l1
l2 C
C
1

..
.

lm

C)
A

= l1

2. If n is not zero, then a simple ompilation is possible,
using the following four rules.
(a) If all patterns in the rst olumn of p are variables, y1 ,
y 2 , : : : , y m , then:
C (~x; P ! L) = C ((x2 x3 : : : xn ); P 0 ! L0 )
where
0

P0

!

p12




B p22
B
L0 = B


pm
2



..
.

p1n
p2n

!
!

pm
n

!

let (y 1 x1 ) l1
let (y 2 x1 ) l2 C
C
1

let (y m x1 ) lm

C)
A

We all this rule, the variable rule. This ase also handles wild- ard patterns: they are treated like variables
ex ept that the let-binding is omitted.
(b) If all patterns in the rst olumn of P are onstru tor
patterns (q1 ; : : : ; qa ), then let C be the set of mat hed
onstru tors, that is, the set of the head onstru tors of
the pi1 's.
Then, for ea h onstru tor in C , we de ne the speialized lause matrix S ( ; P ! L) by mapping the following transformation on the rows of P .
pi1

(q1i ; : : : ; qai )
0 (q1i ; : : : ; q i 0 ) ( 0 6=
a

)

S ( ; P ! L)
q1i   qai pi2   pin ! li
No row

(Matri es S ( ; P ! L) and P ! L de ne the same
mat hing predi ate when x1 is bound to some value
(v1 ; : : : ; va ).) Furthermore, for a given onstru tor
of arity a, let y1 ; : : : ; ya be fresh variables. Then, for
any onstru tor in C , we de ne the lambda-expression
r( ):
(let (y1 (field 0 x1 ))
...
(ya (field (a 1) x1 ))
C ((y1; : : : ; ya ; x2 ; : : : ; xn ); S ( ; P

Finally, assuming
result is:

C

or-patterns are not supported, sin e, in lause qi ! (),
the s ope of qi variables is the a tion \()".
(d) Finally, if none of the previous rules applies, the lause
matrix P ! L is ut in two lause matri es P1 ! L1
and P2 ! L2 , su h that P1 ! L1 is the largest pre x
of P ! L for whi h one of the variable, onstru tor or
orpat rule applies.
Then, ompilation result is:
at h C (~x; P1 ! L1 ) with C (~x; P2 ! L2 )
This rule is the mixture rule.
This paper doesn't deal with optimizing let-bindings, whi h
are arelessly introdu ed by s heme C . This job is left to a
later ompilation phase.
4. OPTIMIZATIONS

We now des ribe some improvement to the lassi al ompilation s heme. For simpli ity, we present examples and
defer the full presentation of our s heme to se tion 6. In
all these examples, we fo us on pattern-mat hing ompilation, repla ing potentially arbitrary a tions more simple
ones, su h as integers or variables.
4.1 Optimizing the mixture rule

In this se tion and in the following, our running example
is the lassi al list-merge:
let merge lx ly = mat h lx,ly with
| [℄, _ -> 1
| _, [℄ -> 2
| x::xs, y::ys -> 3

Su h a mat hing on pairs en odes mat hing on two arguments. As a onsequene, we onsider the following initial
all to s heme C :
C ((lx ly); (P ! L))
Where (P ! L) is:
0

! L)))

= f 1 ; : : : ; k g, the ompilation

swit h x1 with
ase 1 : r( 1 )   ase k : r( k )
default: exit

(Note that the default lause an be omitted when C
makes up a full signature.) We all this rule, the onstru tor rule.
( ) If P has only one row and that this row starts with an
or-pattern:

P = (q1 j ::: j qo ) p2    pn ! l ;
Then, ompilation result is:
0
1
q1 ! ()
.. C
C ((x1); B

. A); C ((x2 : : : xn ); (p2 : : : pn ! l))
qo ! ()
This rule is the orpat rule. Observe that it does not
dupli ate any pattern nor a tion. However, variables in

(P ! L) = 

[℄

[℄
x::xs y::ys

1

!
!
!

1
2 A
3

!
!
!

1
3 A
2

Applying the mixture rule twi e yields three matri es:
! 1 
P1 ! L1 = [℄
[℄ ! 2
P2 ! L 2 =

P3 ! L3 = x::xs y::ys ! 3
Now, onsider another lause matrix (P 0 ! L0 ):
0

[℄

(P 0 ! L0 ) =  x::xs y::ys
[℄

1

Both lause matri es de ne the same mat hing fun tion,
namely they
both map ([℄ v) to 1, (v1 ::v2 [℄) to 2 and
(v1 ::v2 v10 ::v20 ) to 3. Furthermore, (P 0 ! L0 ) an be obtained from (P ! L) by swapping its se ond and third row.
More generally, one easily he ks that swapping two ontiguous in ompatible rows is legal. Then applying the mixture
rule to (P 0 ! L0 ), yields two matri es only:
P10

! L01 =
P20 ! L02 =



[℄
x::xs y::ys

[℄ ! 2

!
!

1
3



;

at h
( at h
(swit h lx with ase [℄: 1
default: exit)
with ( at h
(swit h ly with ase [℄: 2
default: exit)
with ( at h
(swit h lx with
ase (::):
(swit h ly with
ase (::) : 3
default: exit)
default: exit))))
with (failwith "Partial mat h")

at h
( at h
(swit h* lx with
ase [℄: 1
ase (::) :
(swit h ly with
ase (::): 3
default: exit))
with
(swit h ly with
ase [℄: 2
default: exit)
with (failwith "Partial mat h")

Figure 1: Mixture optimization

Final outputs for P ! L and P 0 ! L0 are displayed
on
Figure 1. Hen e, as a result of repla ing P ! L by P 0 ! L0 ,
the two tests on lx that were performed separately on the
left ode are now merged in a single swit h in the right ode.
Also noti e that one trap disappears.
More generally, an optimized mixture rule should take
advantage of pattern-mat hing semanti s to swap rows when
possible, so that as few uts as possible are performed.
4.2 Using exhaustiveness information

The Obje tive Caml ompiler he ks the exhaustiveness
of pattern mat hing expressions and issues a warning before ompiling non-exhaustive pattern mat hings. However,
the exhaustiveness information
an also be used for avoiding tests. Matrix P 0 of the previous se tion is exhaustive; this means that there will be no "Partial mat h" failure at runtime. As an immediate onsequen e, the swit h:
(swit h ly with ase [℄: 2 default: exit) always su eeds (this swit h is the last one performed by the optimized
ode in gure 1). Thus, we repla e it by 2. We an also suppress the outermost trap. Hen e, applying both optimizations des ribed up to now, ompilation of P ! L nally
yields:
at h
(swit h* lx with
ase [℄: 1
ase (::): (swit h ly with
ase [℄: 3
default: exit))
with 2

In the general ase, exhaustiveness information is exploited
by slightly modifying s heme C . It suÆ es to avoid emitting
default lauses in swit h onstru ts, when it is known that
no exit should es ape from produ ed ode. This property
holds initially for exhaustive pattern mat hings, and transmits to all re ursive alls, ex ept for the all on P1 ! L1 in
the mixture rule.
4.3 Optimizing exits

The two previous optimizations yield optimal ode for the
merge example. Hen e we ompli ate the running example
by onsidering a mat hing on obje ts of type t from se -

tion 2:
P

0
B

!L=B
B


Nil

Nil

One x

One y
Cons (x,xs) Cons (y,ys)

!
!
!
!
!

1
2
3
4
5

The optimized mixture rule yields four matri es:

! L1 =
P2 ! L 2 =
P3 ! L 3 =
P4 ! L 4 =
P1



Nil
Cons (x,xs)
Nil ! 2
!
One x
One y !

 Cons (y,ys)

3 

!
!

1
5

1
C
C
C
A



4

For reasons that will appear immediately, we apply the mixture rule from bottom to top, thereby nesting trap handlers.
The mat h being exhaustive, ompilation yields the ode
displayed on the left part of Figure 2.
Now, onsider what happens at run-time when (lx ly) is
(Cons (v1 , v2 ) One v). A rst swit h on lx leads to line 7,
where a swit h on ly is performed. This swit h fails, and
the default a tion jumps to the nearest en losing handler
(line 13), where ly is tested against Nil resulting in another
swit h failure. Here, in our ase, ontrol goes to line 17,
where another swit h on lx (against One x) fails, resulting
in nal jump to line 20.
Hen e, it would be appropriate to jump to line 20 right
from the rst test on ys. To do so, both exits and trap
handlers are now labelled by integers. Note that this new
feature does not really ompli ate the ompilation of stati
ex eptions. Then, it be omes possible to jump to di erent
trap handlers from the same point and a better ompilation
of P ! L is displayed in the right part of gure 2.
The ode above maps ve tors (Cons (v1 , v2 ) One v) to
4 by exe uting two swit hes, while previous ode needed
four swit hes to perform the same task. Hen e, exit optimization has a noti eable bene t as regards run-time eÆien y. As regards ode size, exit optimization may in rease
it, sin e some swit hes may have larger ase lists. However,
ode size remains under ontrol, sin e no extra swit hes are
generated. Hen e, nal ode size riti ally depends on how
swit hes translate to ma hine-level onstru ts. For instan e,
ma hine-level ode size obviously does not in rease when

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

at h
( at h
( at h
(swit h lx with
ase Nil: 1
ase Cons:
(swit h ly with
ase Cons: 5
default: exit)
default: exit)
with
(swit h ly with
ase Nil: 2
default: exit))
with
(swit h lx with
ase One: 3
default: exit))
with 4

at h
( at h
( at h
(swit h lx with
ase Nil: 1
ase Cons:
(swit h* ly with
ase Cons: 5
ase Nil: (exit 2)
ase One: (exit 4))
default: (exit 2))
with (2)
(swit h ly with
ase Nil: 2
default: (exit 3)))
with (3)
(swit h lx with
ase One: 3
default: (exit 4)))
with (4) 4

Unoptimized ode

Optimized ode
Figure 2: Exit optimization

swit hes are translated to jump tables1 .
Surprisingly, performing exit optimization is quite simple
and heap: the needed information is available at ompiletime by inspe ting pattern matri es only. Rea hable trap
handlers are de ned as pairs (P; e) of a pattern matrix and
an integer. Rea hable trap handlers originate from the division performed by the mixture rule. Here, P1 ! L1 is
ompiled with the rea hable trap-handlers (P2 ; 2), (P3 ; 3)
and (P4 ; 4). Then, the onstru tor rule spe ializes rea hable
trap handlers. Here, in the ase where lx is Cons (v1 , v2 ),
spe ializing rea hable trap handlers results in ((Nil); 2) and
((One y); 4) (note that spe ializing P3 yields an empty matrix, whi h is dis arded). Hen e, while generating the rst
swit h on ly (line 7), it is known that the ode produ ed
by ompiling trap handlers number 2 and 3 will surely exit
when ly is One v, and a jump to trap handler number 4 an
be generated by the ompiler in that ase.
4.4 Aggressive control flow optimization

The ode produ ed by exit optimization still ontains redundant tests, some of whi h an be removed without altering the handler stru ture introdu ed by the mixture rule.
More spe i ally, we onsider trap handler number 3 (line 16).
It results from ompiling P3 and is a swit h of lx against
One.
The only (exit 3) lies in trap handler number 2 (line 15)
and results from ly not being Nil, this gives us no dire t
information on lx. Now, looking upwards for (exit 2), we
an infer that trap handler number 2 is entered from two
di erent points. In the rst ase (line 9), (lx ly) is fully
known as (Cons (v1 , v2 ) Nil), in the se ond ase (line 11),
only lx is know to be One v. As (exit 3) on line 15 gets exe uted only when ly is not Nil, we an nally dedu e that
1 Given the Obje tive Caml en oding of onstru tors, we are
here in the same desirable situation where the ompilation
of apparently larger swit hes does not result in produ ing
more ode.

the rst ase never results in entering trap handler number 3. As a onsequen e, trap handler number 3 is exe uted
in a ontext where lx ne essarily is One v, the swit h it performs is useless and line 16 an be simpli ed into \3". This
elimination of useless tests[4℄ is usually performed at a lower
level by ombining dead ode elimination[9℄ and onditional
onstant propagation[21, 6℄.
Finally, after all optimizations, there remains one redundant swit h in produ ed ode, in trap-handler number 2
(line 12). As a result, ve tors (Cons (v1 , v2 ) Nil) are mapped
to 2 by testing ly twi e. One should noti e that this is preisely the test that would get dupli ated by ompilation to
de ision trees.
Des ribing what is known on values while entering trap
handlers is slightly involved. The key idea is representing
set of value ve tors as pattern matri es. We all su h a set a
ontext. Contexts for the three trap handlers of our example
are:
Trap number
Context


One
2
Cons ( , ) Nil

(One j Cons ( ,  ))
One
3
Cons ( , ) One
4
If pre ise enough and exploited fully, we onje ture that ontexts subsume exhaustiveness information. However as intuition suggests and experien e on rms, ontexts get larger
while ompilation progresses, potentially rea hing huge sizes
at the end of matri es. We ure this by safely approximating
ontexts when they get too large, repla ing some patterns in
them by wild- ards. Hen e the optimizations of se tion 4.2
is still worth onsidering, as being heap and always appliable.
5. COMPILING OR-PATTERNS

Until now, the ode produ ed for or-patterns is ineÆ ient,
be ause only one or-pattern an be ompiled at a time, re-

quiring multiple appli ations of the mixture rule before and
after ea h or-pattern. Thanks to integer labelled exits, one
easily avoids dividing matri es before or-patterns. Consider
a \ ar " fun tion for our three- onstru tors list:
let ar list = mat h list with
| Nil -> -1
| (One x | Cons (x,_)) -> x

Intuitively, on e x is he ked, the hoi e between rst and
se ond row is made. Depending on the value of y, mat hing
may still fail, but then, the whole mat hing fails.
Conversely, matrix division annot be avoided when mat hing by p1 does not ex lude mat hing by q1 , that is, when p1
and q1 are ompatible. This is the ase, for instan e, when
p1 = (1|2) and q1 = (2|3). Then, a orre t ompilation is:
at h
( at h
(swit h x with
ase 1: (exit 2) ase
default: (exit 3))
with (2) C ((y); p2 ! l1
with (3)
( at h
(swit h x with
ase 2: (exit 4) ase
default: (exit 1))
with (4) C ((y); q2 ! l2

Compilation pro eeds by allo ating a new trap-handler
number 2 and expanding the lause \One x | Cons (x,_)"
into two lauses with patterns \One x" and \Cons (x,_)".
A tions for the new lauses are exits to 2:
at h

0

Nil
C ((list);  One x'
Cons (x', )

C ((); !



!
!
!

1

-1
(exit 2 x') A)
(exit 2 x')

)
Note that both exits and trap handlers now take yet another extra argument, the o urren es of x' in exits are
non-binding and refer to pattern variables, while the o urren e of x in handler is binding. This new onstru t allows
the ompilation of or-patterns with variables. Implementation is not very tri ky: the at h : : : with (2 x) : : :
onstru t allo ates one mutable variable; an exit updates
this variable, whi h is read before entering the handler. In
a native ode ompiler, su h a variable is a temporary and
ultimately a ma hine register. The generated lambda- ode
is as follow:
with (2 x)

x

at h
swit h* list with
ase Nil: -1
ase One: (exit 2 (field 0 list))
ase Cons: (exit 2 (field 0 list))
with (2 x) x

Moreover, by the semanti s of pattern-mat hing, uts after or-patterns an also be avoided in many situations. In
the ase of one olumn matri es, where the expanded orpatterns express the full mat hing performed, all uts an
be avoided. Things get a bit more ompli ated when matri es have more than one olumn. Consider the following
lause matrix,
P

!L=



(1|2) p2
(3|4) q2

!
!

l1
l2



We further assume a mat h on (x y) and that mat h failure should result in (exit 1) (the stati ex eption label
orresponding to mat h failure an be given as a third argument to the ompilation s heme). Writing p1 = (1|2) and
q1 = (3|4), there are obviously no value ve tors (v1 v2 ) su h
that v1 is an instan e of both p1 and q1 . As a onsequen e,
the following ompilation is orre t:
at h
( at h
(swit h x with
ase 1: (exit 2) ase 2: (exit 2)
ase 3: (exit 3) ase 4: (exit 3)
default: (exit 1))

with (2) C ((y); p2 ! l1 ; 1))
with (3) C ((y); q2 ! l2 ; 1)

2: (exit 2)


; 3))

3: (exit 4)


; 1))

Note that the third argument to the rst re ursive all to
the ompilation s heme is \3" and not \1". As a onsequen e, ve tors (2 v2 ) su h that p2 does2 not mat h v2 while
q2 mat hes v2 get mapped orre tly to l . A slight inne en y
shows up, sin e x is tested twi e. More striking, perhaps,
ve tors (1 v2 ) su h that p2 does not mat h v2 also lead to
testing x twi e.
An alternative ompilation rule for or-pattern would simply expand or-patterns in a pre-pro essing phase, yielding
the matrix:
0

1
B 2
B
 2
3

p2
p2
q2
q2

!
!
!
!

1

l1
l1 C
C
l2 A
l2

Then, there are no extra run-time tests on x, sin e the onstru tor rule applies. However, patterns p2 and q2 are now
ompiled twi e. Note that there is no simple solution for
avoiding this dupli ation of e ort, sin e, on e the onstru tor rule is applied, the two o uren es of these patterns o ur
in di erent ontexts. More generally, ode size is now out of
ontrol, a lear ontradi tion with the spirit of ba tra king
automata.
6. OUR COMPILATION SCHEME
The new s heme C  takes ve arguments and a typi al
all is C  (~x; P ! L; ex; def; tx), where ~x = (x1 : : : xn ) and
P

! L is a lause matrix of width n:
0 1
p1    p1n !
B p21    p2n !
B
P !L=B
..

.
pm
1    pm
n !

l1
l2 C
C
1

lm

C
A

Extra arguments are:
 The exhaustiveness argument ex is either partial or total
depending on whether ompilation an produ e es aping
exit onstru ts or not.
 Rea hable trap handlers def are sequen es (P1 ; e1 );    ;
(Pt ; et), where the ei 's are integers (trap handler numbers)
and the Pi 's are pattern matri es of width n.

Figure 3: Operations on ontexts
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(a) Context spe ialization
S ( ; P  Q ) row
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no row
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(b) Context olle tion
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;:::;
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tx is a pattern matrix of width k + n, equivalent to a pair of matrixes P  Q , where ea h row is divided
into a pre x (in P ) of width k and a fringe (in Q) of
width n.
PQ

p11
B p21
B




p1k
p2k




q11
q12




qn1
qn2 C
C

pm
1



pm
k



q1m



qnm

=B


..
.

1
C
A

Informally, at any point in ompilation, ontexts are preorder representations of what is known about mat hed
values. The fringe re ords the possible values for ~x, while
the pre x re ords the same information for other subterms whi h are relevant to pending alls to C . Transfers
of patterns from fringe to pre x are performed on the arguments of re ursive alls, while transfers in the opposite
dire tion are performed as results are olle ted.
The initial all to C  for an exhaustive mat h is:
p1
B p2
B

!
!

l1
l2 C
C

pm

!

lm

0

C  ((x); B


..
.

qni pi1



1

;  ))

C; total ; ; (
A

For a non-exhaustive mat h, ex is partial , def is the oneelement sequen e (( ); 1) and a trap handler is added as in
se tion 3.3. The ontext argument remains the same: it
expresses that nothing is known yet about the value of ~x.
The new s heme returns a lambda- ode l and a jump
summary,  = f: : : ; i 7! tx; : : : g, whi h is a mapping
from trap numbers to ontexts. Jump summaries des ribe
what is known about mat hed values at the pla es where
(exit i : : :) o ur in l.
6.1 Operations on contexts

We de ne the following four operations on ontexts :

(a) Context spe ialization, S , by a onstru tor of arity a is
de ned by mapping the transformation of gure 3-(a) on
ontext rows.



q2i



qni

pi1



qni
qni




COL(P  Q ) row
 (q1i ; : : : ; qai )   

pik

( ) Context pushing and popping
+(P  Q ) row
*(P  Q ) row

 The ontext

0



qai +1
qai +1

pik 1



pik q1i



qni

qni

(b) Context olle tion, COL, is the reverse of spe ialization.
It ombines the the last element of the pre x with the
appropriate number of arguments standing at beginning
of the fringe (see gure 3-(b)).
( ) Context pushing + and popping * move the fringe limit
one step forward and ba kward, without examining any
pattern (see gure 3-( )).
As ontexts are used to represent set of values, we naturally de ne union and interse tion over ontexts. Context
union P  Q [ P 0  Q0 yields a new matrix whose rows are the
rows of P  Q and P 0  Q00. Row
order is not relevant. Context interse tion P  Q \ P  Q0 is de ned as a ontext whose
rows are the least upper bounds of the ompatible rows of
P  Q and P 0  Q0 . Context extra tion EX is a parti ular
ase of ontext interse tion.
EX (p; P 0  Q0 ) = ( : : :  p : : : ) \ P 0  Q0
For example, when p is ( ; : : : ; ), ontext extra tion retains those value ve tors represented by P 0 Q0 whose k +1th
omponents admit as head onstru tor. Observe that su h
a omputation involves extra ting or-pattern arguments and
making wild- ards more pre ise.
Ex ept for olle tion and popping, whi h onsume prex elements, all these operations an be extended to simple
matri es, by using an empty pre x in input, and taking the
fringe for output. Doing so, we obtain exa tly the operations
of se tion 3.3 used to ompute pattern matri es (spe ialization S in parti ular).
Operations on ontexts are extended to jump summaries
in the natural manner. For instan e, the union of  and 0
is de ned as:
 [ 0 = f: : : ; i 7! (i) [ 0 (i); : : : g
Operations on matri es are extended to rea hable trap
handlers in a similar manner: for instan e, pushing trap
handlers is de ned as pushing all matri es in them :
+((P1 ; e1 ); : : : ; (Pt; et)) = (+(P1 ); e1 ); : : : ; (+(Pt ); et )

6.2 Compilation scheme
We now des ribe s heme C  by onsidering ases over the

typi al all.
1. If n is zero. then we have:
0
B

C  ((); B
B


!
!

!

..
.

l1
l2 C
C
1
C; ex; def; tx) = l ; ;

lm

1

A

Observe that the jump summary is empty sin e no exit is
outputed.
2. With respe t to se tion 3.3, the variable rule only hanges
as regards the extra arguments ex, def and tx. We only
des ribe these hanges. The performed re ursive all returns ode l and jump summary  :
l;  = C  (: : : ; : : : ; ex; +(def); +( tx))
Exhaustiveness information ex does not hange, while def
and tx are pushed.
The variable rule returns l un hanged and  popped.
3. In the onstru tor rule, let C = f 1 ; : : : ; k g be the mat hed
onstru tors, let also  be the signature of their type. For
a given onstru tor 2 C , the performed re ursive all is:
C (: : : ; : : : ; ex; S ( ; def); S ( ; tx))
Exhaustiveness information ex is passed un hanged, while
the other two extra arguments are spe ialized (spe ialization of trap handlers being the natural extension of matrix
spe ialization).
Ea h re ursive all returns a lambda- ode l( ) and a jump
summary  . Lambda- ode l( ) gets wrapped into letbindings like in se tion 3.3, yielding the nal lambda- ode
r( ). We then de ne a ase list L and a jump summary
re as follows:
L = ase 1 : r( [
1 )    ase k : r( k )
COL( (i)); : : : g
re = f : : : ; i 7!
2C

The ase list is as before, while the jump summary is the
union of the the jump summaries produ ed by re ursive
alls, on e olle ted.
Optimizations are then performed. For larity, optimizations are des ribed as a two phase pro ess: rst, extend
(or not extend) the ase list L with onstru tors taken
from  n C , and add (or not add) a default ase; then,
ompute the nal jump summary.
A rst easy ase is when  n C is empty or when ex is
total . Then, the ase list L is not augmented. Otherwise,
we distinguish two ases :
(a) If  n C is nite, then for all onstru tors in this set
we onsider the ontext
Q  Q0 = EX ( ( ; : : : ; ); tx)
Then, trap handlers (P1 ; e1 ); : : : ; (Pt; et) are s anned
left-to-right, stopping at the smallest i, su h that the
interse tion Q0 \ Pi is not empty. That is, we nd the

trap handler where to jump to when the head onstru tor of x1 is , in order to extend the ase list as follows :
L = L ase : (exit ei )
It is possible that ei does not exist (when Q0 is empty).
This means that x1 head onstru tor will never be at
runtime.
(b) If  n C is in nite (as in the ase of integers) or onsidered too large (as it might be in the ase of hara ters),
then, a default ase is added to the ase list :
L = L default: (exit e1 )
That is, all non-re ognized onstru tors lead to a jump
the nearest en losing rea hable trap-handler.
However it is still possible to extend the ase list for
parti ular onstru tors, applying the previous pro edure (a) to the onstru tors that appear in the rst
olumn of rea hable trap handler matri es and not in C .
The nal jump summary is omputed by onsidering the
nal ase list L. For a given trap handler number ei let
f 0 1 ; : : : ; 0 k g be the set of onstru tors su h that ase 0j :
(exit ei ) appears in L. Then the jump summary e is
de ned as:
e = f ei 7! EX ( 01 ( ; : : : ; ) j    j 0k ( ; : : : ; )); tx) g
Moreover, if there is a default lause, the jump summary d is de ned as:
d = f e1 7! txg
Finally the onstru tor rule returns a swit h on ase list L
and the jump summary built by performing the union of
re , of all e 's and, when appropriate, of d .
The onstru tor rule performs many ontext unions, so
that ontexts may be ome huge. Fortunately, ontexts
an be made smaller using a simple observation. Namely,
let p~ and ~q be two rows in a ontext, su h that p~ is less
pre ise than ~q (i.e., all instan es of ~q are instan es of p~).
Then, row ~q an be removed from the ontext, without
modifying its meaning as a set of value ve tors. Hen e,
while performing ontext union, one an leave aside some
pattern rows. If the produ ed ontext is still too large,
then ontexts are safely approximated by rst repla ing
some patterns in them by wild- ards (typi ally all the pattern in a given olumn) and then removing rows using the
previous remark. Rough experiments lead us to set the
maximal admissible ontext size to 32 rows, yielding satisfa tory ompilation time in pathologi al examples and
exa t ontexts in pra ti al examples.
4. Or-pattern ompilation operates on matri es whose rst
olumn ontains at least one or-pattern. Additionally,
when pi1 is a or-pattern, then for all j , i < j  m one of
the following, mutually ex lusive, onditions must hold:
(a) pi1 and pj1 are not ompatible.
(b) pi1 and pj1 are ompatible, and (pi2 : : : pin ) is less pre ise
than (pj2 : : : pjn )
Conditions (a) and (b) guarantee that, whenever pi1 mat hes
the rst value ve tor v1 of a value ~v, but row i does not
mat h ~v, then no further row in P mat hes ~v either. This
0

i

0

i

i

is ne essary sin e further rows of P won't be rea hable in
ase of failure in the or-pattern trap handler.
Now, onsider one row number i, su h that pi1 is the orpattern q1 j    j qo . Further assume that this or-pattern
binds the variables y1 ; : : : ; yv . First, we allo ate a fresh
trap number e and divide P ! L into the following orbody P 0 ! L0 and or-trap P 00 ! L00 lauses:
0
1
..
.
B
C
P0

!

B i 1
B p1
B q
1
B
B
0
B
L =B
B
B qo
B i+1
B p1


P 00

: : : pin 1
:::

!
!

:::
: : : pin+1

!
!

..
.

..
.

! L00 =

li 1
(exit e y1 ... yv )

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
(exit e y1 ... yv ) C
C
j
+1
C
l
A

pi2 : : : pim

!

li



In the or-body matrix, observe that the or-pattern is expanded, while the other patterns in row number i are
repla ed by wild- ards and the a tion is repla ed by exits.
Re ursive alls are performed as follows:
l0 ; 0 = C  (~x; P 0 ! L0 ; ex; def; tx)
l00 ; 00 = : : :
: : : C  (~x2$n ; P 00 ! L00 ; ex; +(EX (p; def)); +(EX (p; tx)))
Outputed ode nally is at h l0 with (e y1 ... yv ) l00
and the returned jump summary is  = 0 [ *(00 ).
5. The mixture rule is responsible for feeding the other rules
with appropriate lause matri es. We rst onsider the
ase of a random division. Hen e let us ut P ! L into
Q ! M and R ! N at some row. Then a fresh trap number e is allo ated and a rst re ursive all is performed:
lq ; q = C  (~x; Q ! M; partial ; (R; e); def; tx)
The exhaustiveness information is partial , sin e nothing
about the exhaustiveness of Q derives from the exhaustiveness of P . Rea hable trap handlers are extended.
Then, a se ond re ursive all is performed:
lr ; r = C  (~x; R ! N; ex; def; q (e))
It is no surprise that the ontext argument to the new all
is extra ted from the jump summary of the previous all.
Argument ex does not hange. Indeed, if mat hing by P
annot fail, then mat hing by R neither an.
Then, the s heme an output the ode
l = at h lq with (e) lr
and return the jump summary (q nfeg)[r , where q nfeg
stands for q with the binding for e removed.
Of ourse, our optimizing ompiler does not perform a
random division into two matri es. It instead divides
P ! L right away into several sub-matri es. This an
be des ribed formally as several, lever, appli ations of
the random mixture rule, so that one of the three previous rules apply to ea h matrix in the division. The aim of
the optimizing mixture rule is thus to perform a division
of P into as few sub-matri es as possible. We present a
simple, greedy, approa h that s ans P downwards.

We only des ribe the ase when p11 is a onstru tor pattern. Thus, having performed the lassi al mixture rule,
we are in a situation where the i topmost rows of P have
a onstru tor pattern in rst position
(i.e. are onstru tor rows for short) and where pi1+1 is not a onstru tor
pattern. At that point, a matrix C has been built, whi h
en ompasses all the rows of P from 1 to i. Let us further write P 0 for what remains of P , and let O and R
be two new,
initially empty matri es. We then s an the
rows of P 0 from top to bottom, appending them at0 the
end of C , O or R. That is, given row number j in P :
(a) If p0 j1 is a variable, then append row j at the end of R.
(b) If p0 j1 is a onstru tor pattern, then : : :
i. If row j is not ompatible with all the rows of both R
and O, then append row j at the end of C (i.e., move
row j above all the rows that have been extra ted
from P 0 at previous stages).
ii. If row j is not ompatible with all the rows of R and
that one of onditions (a) or (b) for applying the orpattern rule are met by O with row j appended at
the end, then do su h an append.
iii. Otherwise, append row j at the end of R.
( ) If p0 j1 is a or-pattern, then onsider ases (ii) and (iii).
When the s an of P 0 is over, three matri es, C , O and R
have been built. In the ase where O is empty, matrix C is
valid input to the onstru tor rule; otherwise, appending
the rows of O at the end of C yields valid input for applying (maybe more than on e) the or-pattern rule, whi h
will in turn yield valid input to the onstru tor rule (provided that (_ | : : : ) or patterns have been repla ed by
semanti ally equivalent wild- ards in a previous phase).
Thus, the matrix built by appending O at the end of C is
re orded into the overall division and the division pro ess
is restarted with input R, unless R is empty.
Finally, the full pro ess divides the input matrix P into
several matri es, ea h of whi h is valid input to the other
rules of the ompilation s heme.
7. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ompare the performan e of the ode generated by
the Obje tive-Caml ompilers version 3.00 and 3.01, where
the former implements the s heme of se tion 3.3 and the
latter implements our new optimizing s heme (there are
other di eren es of minor relevan e to our purpose). For
most programs there is little di eren e; this is natural sin e
pattern-mat hing usually a ounts for a small fra tion of
most programs running time. A full analysis of the eÆien y of our optimizations would in fa t require ounting
relevant instru tions (test, bran hes and indire t bran hes
through jump tables), both stati ally and dynami ally. By
la k of time, we only present some programs that demonstrate signi ant improvement.
Our rst ben hmark is the traditionnal fib, that we write
using a or-pattern.
let re fib n = mat h n with
| (0|1) -> 1 | _ -> fib (n-1) + fib (n-2)

Here, we simply measure the exe ution time of omputing
fib 38. Our se ond ben hmark, p f, is a byte- ode ompiler and interpreter for PCF. We ompute the geometri

mean of the exe ution time for a set of ve di erent PCF
programs. The time- onsuming part of this program is the
byte- ode ma hine whi h we oded in the style of the byteode ma hine in luded in [14℄, the winning entry of the
2000 ICFP programming ontest. (we also give gures for
this program under the name raytra e).
Experiments were performed on a lightly loaded 366Mhz
Pentium Pro Linux PC. The tables show wall- lo k times
(in se onds) and ratios:
fib

raytra e

p f

5.36 100 1.69 100 8.12 100
3.74 71 1.62 96 5.08 63
Obviously, as demonstrated by the fib example, ompilation of or-patterns has mu h improved. Testing similar examples on rms that fa t. Improvements also omes from
the better ompilation of swit hes. The p f example is
more interesting, it shows that our optimizations yield a 37%
speed-up, in the ase of a typi al ML appli ation (a qui kly
written, ompa t, prototype implementation of some programming language). The raytra e example exhibits less
important improvements on the whole test suite of the ontest; however, improvements are noti eable for some inputs.
It should also be noti ed that the new ompiler somehow
equates the runtime performan e of various oding styles, a
feature that is important for a high-level onstru t su h as
pattern-mat hing. Variations in oding style in lude the relative ordering of non-overlapping patterns and on the order
of arguments in pairs.
We also performed measurements on a 500Mhz De Alpha
server. They suggest that the e e ts of our optimization do
not depend on the targeted ar hite ture.
V 3.00
V 3.01

fib

p f

3.4 100 4.13 100
2.5 74 2.86 69
The raytra e example is is omitted be ause it relies on
IEEE oating point arithmeti , whi h is not implemented
in the Obje tive Caml ompiler for this ar hite ture.
More detailed information on these ben hmarks is available at http:// aml.inria.fr/pattern/speed.html.
V 3.00
V 3.01

8.

RELATED WORK

8.1 Decision Trees vs Backtracking

Compiling to de ision trees is the original approa h to
pattern mat hing ompilation; it rst appeared in the Hope
ompiler and is des ribed in [5℄. It is urrently used in the
SML-NJ ompiler [7℄.
In this approa h, there is no mixture rule: instead, the
onstru tor rule applies as soon as there is at least one onstru tor in the rst olumn, and a spe ialization matrix is
reated for ea h mat hed onstru tor, plus one additional
matrix for the remaining onstru tors in the signature of
the types of mat hed values, if any. Spe ialization is done
by following the rules of se tion 6.1. This means that rows
whose rst pattern is a variable get opied several times.
On the one hand, this approa h guarantees that one onstru tor test is never performed twi e. On the other hand,
opied pattern rows are ompiled independently and this
result in potentially large ode size. Namely, examples exist that make the SML-NJ ompiler produ e exponential
ode [12℄.

Compilation to ba ktra king automata is the lassi al s heme
of se tion 3.3 (see also [1, 20℄). It is urrently in use in the
Haskell-HBC and Obje tive-Caml ompiler [11℄. As we already argued, its main advantage is that patterns are never
opied, yielding linear output size. Of ourse, the pri e paid
is potentially testing the same sub-term several times, resulting in potentially poor runtime performan e. In that
aspe t, our new ompilation s heme shows that this pri e
an be redu ed signi antly.
Compilation to de ision trees easily dete ts unused mat h
ases and non-exhaustive mat hings, sin e there is no dead
ode in a de ision tree. Dete ting these situations is important, as programmers should be warned about them. However, those problems are NP- omplete [17℄ and this gives
us a hint about the potential size of de ision trees. More
on retely, a de ision tree may have many leafs orresponding to non-mat hed values, whereas knowing that one su h
values exist is the needed information. Rather, we he k
unused mat h ases and exhaustiveness before ompilation
with a simple algorithm [13℄ that solves the used mat hed
ase problem by basi ally traversing the de ision tree without generating it. Advantages are not generating the tree,
stopping sear h as soon as used mat h ases are found and
applying various heuristi s and matrix simpli ations whi h
are not relevant to dire t ompilation. Then, one of our
optimizations uses exhaustiveness information.
8.2 Compiling or-patterns

From available ML or Haskell ompilers, we only found
two ompilers dealing with or-patterns: the (old) Obje tiveCaml ompiler and the SML-NJ ompiler. Our te hnique
makes the old Obje tive-Caml s heme (see se tion 3.3) obsolete, by both produ ing more eÆ ient ode and allowing
variables in or-patterns.
The SML-NJ approa h is very simple to understand and
implement: or-patterns are expanded during a pre-pro essing
phase. However, as we already dis ussed at the end of se tion 5, this may lead to many dupli ations of patterns. Su h
a risk is ompatible with the very philosophy of ompilation
to de ision trees and is natural in that ontext.
8.3 Optimizations

Most optimizations dealing with pattern-mat hing in the
literature try to improve the order in whi h tests are performed. In the matrix-based des ription, one onsiders alternatives to systemati ally hoosing the rst olumn of matri es in the onstru tor rule. Hen e, su h an approa h an
be hara terized as \ olumn optimization", while our approa h would rather be \row optimization". Sin e hoosing the best olumn is thought to be NP- omplete (to our
knowledge, there is no published proof), most approa hes
des ribe heuristi s. A typi al and early work on su h heuristi s is [2℄, a more re ent and thorough study is [16℄. Another,
related in pra ti e, approa h relies on sequentiality theory
to identify dire tions that are olumns that must be tested
by all possible mat hers [10, 15, 17, 13℄. However, omputing dire tions is expansive, and one an onsider relying on
heaper heuristi s.
These works rather apply to the de ision trees, with a
primary fo us on redu ing ode size. It is un lear to us how
to ombine olumn and row optimization in pra ti e and
whether this would yield noti eable improvements or not.
There also exists a partial-evaluation based approa h to

pattern-mat hing optimization. [8℄ and later [18℄ spe ialize
an ultra-naive pattern-mat hing interpreter to reate an eÆient pattern-mat hing ompiler. Both authors use ontext
information as we do. By ontrast, their target is de ision
trees. In the end, the automati pro ess of partial evaluation
does not nd as many optimizations as we do.
9.

CONCLUSION

This paper ontribution is twofold. First, we propose an
improvement on the lassi al te hnique of ompiling patternmat hing expressions into ba ktra king automata, a te hnique that has remained virtually the same for about 15 years.
Our improvements yield automata whi h run faster, thereby
alleviating the disadvantage of ba ktra king automata in
pra ti al ases. Moreover the very stru ture of the produ ed
automata is not altered and hen e the highly desirable property that output size is linear in the input size is preserved.
As a se ond ontribution, we propose a te hnique for eÆiently ompiling or-patterns with variables, still preserving the linearity of output size. Using or-patterns in pla e
of \ at h-all" wild- ards results in more robust programs,
while using one lause with a or-pattern in pla e of several lauses with identi al a tions results in more ompa t,
sometime learer, programs. ML programmers an now enjoy these bene ts, without being afraid of degraded runtime
eÆ ien y or ode size explosion.
We would have wished to make a lear statement on omparing ba tra king automata and de ision trees. However,
sophisti ated ompilation te hniques exist that minimize the
drawba ks of both approa hes. Those are our te hniques for
ba ktra king automata, and hash- onsing and olumn optimizations for de ision trees. In the absen e of a pra ti al
omparison of full- eged algorithms, hoosing one te hnique
or the other re e ts one's ommitment to guaranteed ode
size or guaranteed runtime performan e.
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